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This benchmark course portfolio documents my process to evaluate and improve student learning 
in ACCT301, Using Accounting Information. This course is designed for non-accounting majors 
who desire to have a better understanding of different aspects of accounting that goes beyond the 
introductory financial and managerial accounting courses. It covers income taxes, financial 
statement analysis and internal controls. I had four objectives for this benchmark portfolio 
project: 
1.  To evaluate the quantity and quality of my assessments and course activities to ensure 
they are in line with the goals that I have for this course.  
2. To ensure my goals are meeting the needs of my students upon completion of the course 
and graduation by evaluating the outcomes of assessments and course activities.   
3. To determine if I still need to use a textbook for this course.   
4. To evaluate the current teaching methodology of the flipped classroom setting.   
To evaluate student learning, I utilized surveys at the beginning of the semester as well as 
surveys after the two main components, income taxes and financial statement analysis. I 
evaluated correlation between different types of assignments and exam results.  I also used 
qualitative data for further support that I was meeting the goals set out in this course.  
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Objectives of Peer Review Course 
 
This portfolio will provide a broad overview of the entire course, ACCT301, Using Accounting 
Information.  I created this course in 2016 and taught it for the first time in the fall of 2016. 
There was no similar course at other universities to help me develop this course. I have made 
modification to the course over the past several years but this was a great opportunity to evaluate 
and improve student learning in a more formal process.  I have four portfolio objectives:  
 
1. To evaluate the quantity and quality of my assessments and course activities to ensure 
they are in line with the goals that I have for this course.  
2. To ensure my goals are meeting the needs of my students upon completion of the class or 
upon graduation by evaluating the outcomes of assessments and course activities.   
3. To determine if I still need to use a textbook for this course.  There is no comprehensive 
accounting textbook that meets all the objectives of this course.  I have modified this 
course over the years from using a custom textbook to now only using a tax textbook for 
the tax portion of the course, which is approximately 45% of the course.   
4. To evaluate the current teaching methodology of the flipped classroom setting.  As a 
necessity due to Covid-19, I have half of my students attend in person at a time.  I have 
half the class come on Mondays and the other half come on Wednesdays.  I record a 
lecture for all students to watch on their own time over the first half of the chapter 
material including practice problems.  I cover the second half of the chapter when we are 
in person. My concern is that students are either not watching the first half the chapter 
material or are not engaged with the lecture video and thus not retaining the information. 
 
I have a strong desire to continue to improve my teaching strategies so that I am the most 
effective at developing my students in the accounting arena. I believe the feedback from other 
professors will help me think differently about how I can structure my assessments or teaching 
strategies.  I also plan to use this information to show my commitment to teaching in my 




ACCT301, “Using Accounting Information” is a course that is designed for non-accounting 
majors who desire to have a better understanding of different aspects of accounting that goes 
beyond the introductory financial and managerial accounting courses.  There are three main 
topics that are covered in this course which include income taxes (45% of the course), internal 
controls (10% of the course) and financial statement analysis (45% of the course).  There is 
typically one section of this course offered each semester and ranges from 50-80 students. 
 
The majority of the students in this course are Business Administration majors that are required 
to have a certain number of 300 level courses from different departments within the College of 
Business.  There are also other majors that take this course primarily from the College of 
Business but there are also usually a few students that are Agribusiness majors from the College 
of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources.  Most students are of junior standing when they 
take this course.  All students will have completed Accounting 201 and 202 with a requirement 
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of a C or better. Most students have some work experience that assists them in applying the 
course material to their specific situation.    
 
I view this course as a stand-alone course for several reasons. First, this course is not a 
prerequisite for any other course.  Second, this course is unique because it is under the School of 
Accountancy purview but since it is for non-accounting students it doesn’t need to coordinate 
with other courses within the School of Accountancy.  The main reason this course was created 
was to provide applicable accounting information to non-accounting students. Whereas prior to 
the fall of 2016, before the creation of this course, non-accounting students would have to take 
an accounting class with accounting students. This made it difficult to teach to two different 
groups of students that had different needs from the course. Third, even though this course has a 
prerequisite of Accounting 201 and 202, the income tax portion is all new information and has 
no prerequisite information taught in Accounting 201 or 202 to help the students with this 
material. It is helpful that students have Accounting 201 for understanding the financial 
statement analysis information but I have found that many students have not retained the 
information they learned in Accounting 201 and thus basic financial information has to be 




“Trust is not an internal control” and “I want you to be able to know how to ask good questions 
of your tax accountant, your financial advisor or the controller of your business” are two 
statements that I repeat during the semester to Accounting 301 students.  These two statements 
summarize my vision for the course.  I do not expect these students to become accountants. I do 
believe they need a basic understanding of key areas of accounting such as tax, internal controls, 
and financial statement analysis.  I want them to be critical thinkers at work and in their personal 
life when it comes to financial information.  I want them to be able to ask their tax advisor or 
financial planner good questions. I want them to be informed board members. I do not want them 
to trust their accounting department when or if they own their own business but to provide the 
necessary oversight.  I want them to be lifelong learners and I want them to care about things that 
will impact them from a financial or tax perspective. 
 
Based on my vision for this course, here are my goals for Accounting 301:  
 
1. Students, as non-accounting majors, see the value and relevance of accounting 
information for their own personal life or their future career. 
2. Students should have a solid understanding of individual income taxes which consists of 
understanding filing status, standard and itemized deductions, taxable income, utilizing 
tax rates, and calculating income taxes.  The result should be that students are able to 
prepare a basic income tax return. 
3. Students can explain the difference in retirement plans specifically related to Individual 
Retirement Accounts (IRA) and explains the advantages and disadvantages of a 
traditional and Roth IRA. 
4. Student can explain the differences in business structures from a tax perspective. 




6. Students can read, interpret and analyze financial statements in order to make investment 
or business decisions.  
 
According to the University of Nebraska- Lincoln Undergraduate Catalog, “the business 
administration major is designed for students who wish to obtain a broad education in business 
administration rather than specializing in a specific area within the College. For the student who 
has an educational goal that bridges two or more areas of business, the general business 
administration major permits the design of a tailor-made program to fit that goal.”   
 
I believe my goals are in line with the purpose of the Business Administration major or any 
major that a student might have coming into this course as it is provides a broad overview of key 
areas of accounting that will complement what they are learning in their other business classes.  I 
believe the material they learn in this class will assist them in whatever career path they choose 
from starting their own business, to running a family farm, or being an employee in a company 
as well as help them with their own personal financial goals. 
 
Course Materials, Teaching Methods and Outside Activities 
 
Objective 1: To evaluate the quantity and quality of my assessments and course activities to 
ensure they are in line with the goals that I have for this course.  
To achieve this objective, I spent significant amount of time in the fall of 2020 evaluating my 
course goals and determining if my current course materials, teaching methods and outside 
activities were structured to help meet my course goals. I have documented below how each 
activity corresponds to my course goals. I have also included where I made adjustments from 
previous semesters that I implemented in the spring 2021 semester.  
 
Many people are intimidated by accounting because they think they are bad at math and thus will 
be unsuccessful in accounting.  However, the issue with accounting is not the math.  The math is 
simple but what is complicated is the accounting terminology that is not used in everyday 
verbiage, the endless amount of principles, and the unique set of circumstances for applying 
those principles.  This is true whether we are talking about taxes, internal controls or financial 
statements.  I have structured my course so that there is time spent on terminology, principles 
and practical application within each of the components of taxes, financial statement analysis, 
and internal controls.  
 
Overall – Course Goal  
Before I dive into my specific teaching methods, course materials and outside activities for the 
three components of taxes, financial statement analysis, and internal controls, it is important to 
address my first goal for the course.   
 
1. Students, as non-accounting majors, see the value and relevance of accounting 
information for their own personal life or their future career. 
 
At the start of the semester, there are two activities I do that help accomplish this goal. On the 
first day of class, I have students fill out a survey about themselves so I can get to know their 
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names. I have included questions asking for their past jobs, current employment and hobbies, and 
possible future career path.  I take this information and try to use relevant companies and 
examples that they can relate to from their current employment, interests, or future career path.  I 
also have an interview project where students interview someone that has a career but is not an 
accountant and ask them how they use accounting or financial information in their daily lives.  
Students write a report summarizing their interview and what they learned from the interview.     
 
Component 1: Taxes – Goals 
It is important to list my three goals related to taxes to ensure that my teaching methods, course 
materials, and outside activities are in alignment with my goals.  The three goals are as follows:  
1. Students should have a solid understanding of individual income taxes, which consists of 
understanding filing status, standard and itemized deductions, taxable income, utilizing 
tax rates, and calculating income taxes.  The result should be that students are able to 
prepare a basic income tax return. 
2. Students can explain the difference in retirement plans specifically related to Individual 
Retirement Accounts (IRA) and explains the advantages and disadvantages of a 
traditional and Roth IRA. 
3. Student can explain the differences in business structures from a tax perspective. 
 
My goals focus on the terminology, principles and practical application.  
 
Component 1: Taxes – Course Materials 
For this portion of the class, I use a tax textbook that students purchase online with McGraw-Hill 
Connect.  The features I use within Connect are the SmartBook and homework assignments.  For 
each chapter, there is a SmartBook assignment and homework assignment.  
 
Component 1: Taxes – Terminology and Principles 
To teach the terminology and principles related to income taxes, I utilize the SmartBook as well 
as class lectures.  SmartBook assignments are concept questions over the textbook material. It is 
a completion grade rather than accuracy grade but it is not considered completed until they have 
answered a certain number of questions correctly.  SmartBook assignments are due at the start of 
class when we will be covering the chapter.  The benefit of this assignment is that students come 
to class with a basic understanding of the chapter material. (Goals 1, 2, and 3 – understand and 
explain aspects) 
 
I take two class periods to cover each chapter. One of the class periods will be in person and the 
other will be recorded that students will watch on their own time.  To keep students engaged 
while in class or watching the lecture video, I have implemented two new things this semester. 
First, I have PowerPoint presentations for each class but this semester I have gone through the 
slides and have places where students have to fill in the blanks. I believe students learn better if 
they are writing and listening at the same time.  This will also help me to slow down in my 
lectures as students will let me know if they don’t have everything filled in.  For the recorded 
video lecture, I am inserting quiz questions throughout the video to keep students engaged as 
well as requiring them to fill in the blanks on the lecture slides.  (Goals 1, 2, and 3 – understand 







Component 1: Taxes - Application 
Each chapter has a homework assignment to practice the terminology and principles they learned 
in the chapter.  (Goals 1, 2 and 3 – calculate, prepare, and evaluate aspects) 
 
I also have periodic quizzes/small cases during class to ensure proper application.  The 
quizzes/small cases serve to keep students engaged while also letting me know how well students 
are understanding the material. It will also help them be able to contrast and recommend 
different IRA products, highlight the advantages and disadvantages of business by giving them 
scenario based cases. (Goals 1, 2, 3 – calculate, prepare and evaluate components) 
  
The individual tax return project is given at the end of the personal income tax portion of the 
class. Each student is provided with a fictitious person and their tax information.  Students must 
then manually prepare an individual income tax return. (Goal 1 prepare aspect) 
 
Component 1: Taxes - Terminology, Principles, & Application 
I have two exams to test all three areas of terminology, principles and application. The exams 
consist of multiple-choice questions and work out problems. (Goals 1, 2, and 3 all aspects) 
 
Components 2 & 3: Financial Statements/Internal Controls - Goals 
My two goals related to financial statements and internal controls are as follows: 
1. Students can communicate the importance of internal controls and identify internal 
control weaknesses. 
2. Students can read, interpret and analyze financial statements in order to make investment 
or business decisions.   
 
Components 2 & 3: Financial Statements/Internal Controls - Course Materials 
I do not use a textbook for this part of the course.  I use my own created materials, news articles 
and real world companies’ financial statements.   
 
Components 2 & 3: Financial Statements/Internal Controls - Terminology and Principles  
We only spend one day on internal controls and the rest of this section on financial statement 
analysis.  The class structure is similar to taxes in that I record lectures for students to watch for 
one of the class periods when they cannot attend class in person. The other day is for some 
terminology and principles but more focused on practical application. I will talk further about the 
application in the next section. For the recorded lecture videos, I embed quizzes to ensure 
students are learning the terminology and principles.  I also have prepared PowerPoint slides to 
go along with the video with fill in the blank slides to encourage active listening while watching 











Components 2 & 3: Financial Statement/Internal Controls - Application  
As mentioned in the last section, I use the in person class period for more practical application of 
the materials. For internal controls, we will have one period for case analysis of a company that 
has internal control weaknesses and discuss ways leaders could make improvements.  For 
financial statement analysis, we will take a real world company’s financial statements and 
practice reading the financial statements, calculate financial ratios, and discuss what the financial 
ratios tell us about the health of the company.  (Goals 1 & 2 – all aspects) 
 
I have in class quizzes that require students to read or calculate information from a company’s 
financial statements. (Goal 2 – all aspects) 
 
There is one large group project for this section of the course. Each group will select a company 
from a predetermined list of companies and perform an analysis on that company by obtaining 
industry information and company information, calculating financial ratios, performing 
bankruptcy and takeover analysis and examining subsequent events. Based on their analysis, they 
will decide if they recommend giving a company a short-term or long-term loan or recommend 
investors purchase stock in a company.  The challenge with this project is each company has to 
follow accounting rules and accounting terminology but each company might have slightly 
different names for their accounts or put information in slightly different places. This requires 
students to not just memorize the terminology and principles but also understand where they can 
apply the information to different companies. (Goal 2 – all aspects)  
 
Components 2 & 3: Financial Statements/Internal Controls - Terminology, Principles, & 
Application 
I have one exam to test all three areas of terminology, principles and application. The multiple-
choice portion covers the principles and application. The short answer tests a student’s ability to 






Analysis of Student Learning 
 
The remaining objectives require analysis of students’ learning based on data collected from 
ACCT 301 spring 2021 semester.  Sixty-six students completed the course.  My analysis below 
consists of 57 of 66 students due to students electing not to participate in the benchmark portfolio 
project or not completing all the surveys that were needed for the analysis.  The following graphs 
show the demographics of the class by academic level and by college. The demographics and 
class size are consistent with what I typically see each semester for this course as explained in 






Objective 1: To evaluate the quantity and quality of my assessments and course activities to 
ensure they are in line with the goals that I have for this course.  
 
I spent the past section of this report detailing how my course activities aligned with my course 
goals.  However, I also wanted to obtain the students’ perspective on how helpful some of the 
course activities were in their learning. I posed the following questions to the students as part of 
two different surveys. The first survey was after the tax portion of the class and the second 


















Tax Survey Questions (Scale was 1-5; 1=not helpful; 5=extremely helpful) 
How helpful were SmartBook assignments in learning the course material?  
How helpful were homework assignments in learning the course material?  
How helpful were the recorded lectures in learning the course material? 
How helpful were the in class quizzes in keeping you engaged during the class period?  
 
The table and chart below the same information in different formats of the tax survey grouped 




Students SmartBook Homework 
Recorded 
Lecture Videos In Class Quizzes 
A 7              2.57  
                 
4.14  
                         
5.00  
                        
4.29  
B 18              3.28  
                 
4.39  
                         
4.50  
                        
4.33  
C 23              2.78  
                 
4.04  
                         
4.43  
                        
4.13  
D 6              3.17  
                 
4.17  
                         
4.83  
                        
4.00  
F 3              4.67  
                 
4.33  
                         
5.00  
                        
4.33  
Grand 
Total 57              3.05  
                 
4.19  
                         
4.60  
                        
4.21  
*A representing 90% and above. B represents 80%-89%.  C represents 70-79%. D represents 60%-69%. 

























As can be seen by the table and chart above, all students felt that these four types of assignments 
were helpful. SmartBook received the lowest score at an average 3.05 rating whereas the other 
three activities were valued at an above 4 rating, which would be categorized as very helpful.  
The most helpful was the recorded lecture videos that students watched outside of class. It was 
also interesting to see that regardless of the letter grade on the income tax exams, students felt 
the homework, recorded lecture videos and in-person quizzes were very helpful.   
 
Financial Statement Survey Questions (Scale was 1-5; 1=not helpful; 5=extremely helpful) 
How helpful were the recorded lectures in learning the course material? 
How helpful were the in-class quizzes in keeping you engaged during the class period?  
 
The table and chart below show the results of the financial statement survey grouped based on 





Videos In Class Quizzes 
A                  17                     4.35                        4.41  
B                  17                     4.47                        3.82  
C                  14                     3.93                        4.14  
D                    6                     4.00                        4.50  
F                    3                     4.33                        4.33  
Grand Total                  57                     4.25                        4.18  
*A representing 90% and above. B represents 80%-89%.  C represents 70-79%. D represents 60%-69%. 





As can be seen by the table and chart above, all students felt that these two assignments were 
very helpful with average ratings over 4. Regardless of the letter grade on the exam, students felt 















Based on the above analysis, I believe the assignments assist in student learning and assist in 
achieving the course goals. 
 
Objective 2: To ensure my goals are meeting the needs of my students upon completion of 
the class or upon graduation by evaluating the outcomes of assessments and course 
activities.   
This objective is more difficult to assess as from my perspective this is not about obtaining a 
certain grade in the course.  My analysis has focused on qualitative and quantitative data in a 
number of different areas.   
 
The first analysis focuses on students’ growth in the components of taxes and financial 
statements. I used a beginning of semester survey along with the income tax and financial 
statement surveys mentioned above to obtain this information.  I asked these two questions using 
a scale of 1-5 (1 = no knowledge or experience and 5=expert): 
 
 What is your knowledge/experience with income taxes?  
 What is your knowledge/experience with financial statements? Can you explain a 
company's financial statements or calculate financial ratios and know what they mean? 
 
On average, students gave themselves a 2.16 rating related to income taxes and 2.74 rating 
related to financial statements at the beginning of the semester.  On average, students improved 
their rating at the end of the section on income taxes by 1.63 rating to an average rating of 3.79. 
On average, students improved their knowledge of financial statements by 1 point for an average 
rating of 3.74.  The introductory accounting courses do not cover personal or corporate income 
taxes so this is a new topic to many students as supported by their initial survey.  Students do 
have experience with financial statement from Accounting 201. It was valuable to see that all 
students grew in their knowledge in both areas during the semester.  
 
The second analysis focused on a follow up question related to the financial statement survey to 
gauge how the information they learned in Accounting 301 compared to Accounting 201. As 
mentioned in the Course Description, I often have to reteach material from Accounting 201. I 
was interested to see if students felt the material was too redundant. The question was “How did 
this presentation of financial statements differ from Accounting 201?” with the following 
multiple-choice options: a) built upon what I had learned in Acct 201, b) I was completely lost as 














As shown in the table below, no students selected that the information was repeated from what 
they learned in ACCT201 and rather 89% felt that it built upon what they learned in ACCT201. 
This supports that the information they are learning is valuable in helping achieve the goal of 





The third quantitative analysis I performed was to determine if any of my assignments had a 
direct correlation to performance on examinations. I do not expect that all assignments will have 
a correlation to performance on examinations as certain assignments or activities help achieve a 
specific goal that might not be related to something tested on the exams.  However, examinations 
are 55% of the total course grade and thus play a significant factor in overall course grade.   
 
I performed regression analysis for the tax component of the course by using average grade for 
each person of exam 1 and exam 2 as the dependent variable and utilized average grade for each 
type of tax related assignment, which included the SmartBook assignments, homework 
assignments, tax return project, in-class tax quizzes, and recorded lecture tax quizzes as 
individual independent variables. All assignments had a positive correlation (p-value less than 
<.10) to the exam results except for the SmartBook assignments.  The strongest correlation (p-
value of .0002) and highest coefficient of determination (r2=.22) was the in-class quizzes.  
 
I performed regression analysis for the financial statement component of the course using exam 3 
grade for each student as the dependent variable and utilized average grade for each type of 
financial statement analysis related assignment, which included in-class quizzes, recorded lecture 
quizzes, and financial statement analysis project as individual independent variables.  
All assignments had a positive correlation (p-value <.1) to the exam results except for the 
recorded lecture videos.  The strongest correlation (p-value of .0002) and highest coefficient of 
determination (r2=.22) was the in-class quizzes.  
 
The key observation I made from the regression analysis is the SmartBook and the recorded 
lecture video quizzes did not have a strong correlation because in both situations these grades are 
a completion grade rather than accuracy grade with unlimited attempts.  This was not the case for 
the recorded lecture tax quizzes.  Another key observation was the in-class quizzes, although 
only represent 5% of the total course grade, have the strongest correlation to exam grade. This 
89%
11% Built upon what I
had learned in Acct
201
I was completely lost
as I didn't remember




was consistent with taxes and financial statement analysis. I have structured the in-class quizzes 
to cover the material taught during that class period which requires students to be engaged for the 
entire class period.  Otherwise, they will not perform well on the quiz at the end of class. I 
believe this information supports the benefits of students not only attending class but being 
engaged in class in order to successfully learn the course material.  
 
The fourth assessment was a qualitative analysis based on the interview project that is completed 
at the start of the semester.  My overall goal for this course is that non-accounting majors, see the 
value and relevance of accounting information for their own personal life or their future career. 
To evaluate if my students are seeing the value in accounting information that is taught in this 
class, I have used quotes from students as part of their interview project.  The last question on the 
interview project is to summarize what they learned from the interview project.  The following 
quotes are from six students who had course grades ranging from 70%-100%.  
 
Student 1: “I question if any of the information I have learned will be used in my future 
job, which will keep me motivated to keep going. Although he does not work for an 
accounting department, it is evident that it is still present. Being capable of reading 
financial statements is a big key in the business world. I am going to especially make a 
special effort to understand depreciation because that is a subject that he cannot figure 
out, and now it has me even more interested. The final thing that I will keep in mind is 
that being able to formulate my taxes is a valuable skill that I want to learn and retain in 
this class.” 
 
Student 2:  “Also, I realized more that accounting is crucial in any business and in all 
different types career paths when you are financially responsible.” 
 
Student 3: “One of the significant takeaways from this interview was how important it is 
to understand how taxes work in the real world. They have a considerable impact on 
individuals as well as businesses.” 
 
Student 4: “In conclusion, I had such a fun time interviewing my dad, I was able to learn 
a lot about my dad’s background that I just never knew about. Also, a lot about what 
went in to opening his own business, and how he had almost no choice but to learn about 
the financial parts of it. It was great to get to talk to my dad for hours about things we just 
went over in class this last week. Actually, being able to tie it into real world experiences 
and how it effects my family made this a lot more interesting to learn about. The main 
thing I took away from this is that really no matter what career you are in, or what you do 
knowing at least the basics when it comes to accounting and financial statements is a 
must, and with time you will keep learning about it as well.” 
 
Student 5: After this interview, I now know that budgeting and keeping track of my 
financials are super important. It may not be because I have to show proof if I get 
audited, but just understanding where I should be from one year to the next with my 
income and amount of taxes. I am more motivated to learn the concepts we are discussing 
in this class. Sometimes, I tend to learn the material for the test and then instantly forget 
everything if I am not interested in a class. Although accounting can be complicated and 
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sometimes confusing, it is very nice to understand because I will definitely be using this 
information in the future. Learning real-life concepts makes me more motivated to learn, 
and knowing that I can use accounting in any career, even farming, makes this class that 
much more beneficial to me.” 
 
Student 6: “I definitely learned a lot from this interview about how accounting is used in 
different jobs. It taught me a lot about what to expect from future jobs because I probably 
won’t be dealing with just one part of business. I also learned about the importance of 
understanding financial statements because at some point, I’ll probably be reviewing 
something like it. My dad stated that it’s important to get a good understanding of the 
basics in accounting and I completely agree. Having a firm foundation in accounting can 
help me in any job I’m in.” 
 
As further support that this course is supporting my overall goal, I posed the question in the final 
survey of the course: “What would you tell a friend if they ask you if they should take 
Accounting 301?” These quotes are from different students with course grades range from 61% 
to 97%.   
Student 7: “I think that it is a great course to learn about the practicality and real-world 
application of accounting, and I think if you want to truly understand accounting content 
and how you're supposed to use it, you should take this course.” 
 
Student 8: “I would definitely say take it. It is so much more useful than the other 
accounting classes and even if we don't want to go into accounting or plan on doing our 
own taxes. It is still useful to get a general idea on how the tax system works and the 
retirement plans were super helpful as well.” 
 
Student 9: “I would highly recommend fellow business students to take this course. I 
found it extremely helpful in understanding the overarching concepts of accounting. 
Definitely take it, it's going to be beneficial.” 
 
Student 10: “Yes. Even if you are not a business major, these are concepts that everybody 
should know. The professor was also very willing to work with you and wants to see 
everybody succeed and understand the material.” 
 
This qualitative assessment shows that regardless of a student’s performance in the class that 
they see the value in learning the accounting material in this course even though they are non-
accounting majors. 
 
Objective 3: To determine if I still need to use a textbook for this course.   
No specific accounting textbook meets all the objectives of this course.  I have modified this 
course over the years from using a custom textbook with financial statement analysis and taxes 
to only using a tax textbook for the tax portion of the course, which is approximately 45% of the 
course.  The SmartBook and homework assignments are from the McGraw-Hill Connect 
resource that comes with the tax textbook.  From the students’ perspective, the homework 
received an average rating of 4.19 on a scale of 1-5 where 5 is extremely helpful. Thus indicating 
that the students see value in the homework.  SmartBook received an average rating of 3.05, 
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which is right in the middle of the scale from 1-5.  There was also a positive correlation between 
homework and exam performance as noted in the regression analysis. Thus, I have concluded 
that utilizing a textbook is still valuable for this course as I would not be able to recreate 
homework and SmartBook that would meet the needs of the students.  
 
Objective 4: To evaluate the current teaching methodology of the flipped classroom setting.   
As a necessity due to Covid-19, I have half of my students attend in person at a time.  I have half 
the class come on Mondays and the other half come on Wednesdays.  I record a lecture for all 
students to watch on their own time over the first half of the chapter material including practice 
problems.  The second half of the chapter I cover when we are in person. My concern is that 
students are either not watching the first half the chapter material or are not engaged with the 
lecture video and thus not retaining the information. 
 
To help ensure student were watching the recorded video, I added embedded quiz questions into 
the video. Students had unlimited attempts on those embedded quiz questions. I posed the 
question “do the embedded quiz questions help you stay engaged with the recorded lecture 
videos?” on the tax and financial statement surveys. Responses were categorized by yes, 
partially, or no. 
 
As can be seen on the following charts, the majority of students saw value in the embedded quiz 




I have included a final quote from a student that summarizes the benefits of the embedded quiz 
questions.   
 
Student 11: “YES! I normally get 3-5 lectures behind in a class because there is no 
incentive to complete them. I love the quiz questions for points and the due date. It helps 
me stay on top of this classes lectures while earning some extra points. I also take great 
notes during the videos which I don’t normally do during a normal class. I think that they 
















This project gave me great insight into what student perceive as helpful in learning course 
materials but also how certain assessments can assist in exam performance. I also observed that 
students are engaged when they see personal tangible benefits to learning the material. For 
example, teaching about filing an income tax return is engaging to students, as they will be filing 
their own taxes. I also plan to find ways to improve in-class engagement due to the strong 
positive correlation between exam performance and in-class quizzes.  Finally, although I might 
not need to use the flipped classroom setting in the future, it might be beneficial to continue to 
use that feature with the embedded quiz questions so that I have more time during class for 
practical application of the course material. 
 
Summary and Overall Assessment of Portfolio Process 
 
Overall, the best part of this benchmark portfolio process was the evaluation of all course 
activities with the course goals.  Often course goals are carried forward year after year without 
an evaluation if the activities, teaching methods and assessments are done with intentionality of 
achieving those goals. In addition, some goals are written in a way that cannot be assessed. I 
know I will do a better job in my future courses to ensure that my course activities and teaching 
methodologies correlate to the course goals and that the goals can be assessed. I believe that 
students will be more engaged and student learning will improve when I can explain why I have 
designed my course with the specific activities, teaching methods and assessments to achieve the 






Appendix A – Syllabus for ACCT301 (Spring 2021) 
  
  Contact Information
Instructor
 Jill Trucke
 Assistant Professor of Practice
 jtrucke7@unl.edu (mailto:jtrucke7@unl.edu)
 435H






 MW 2:00PM - 3:30PM (see Zoom side bar for link)
Instructor Communication Policy
I will plan to send out a weekly announcement on Sunday evenings.  I enjoy helping students with
the course material as I know if can be a difficult subject.  The best way to get a hold of me is by
email (jtrucke7@unl.edu (mailto:jtrucke7@unl.edu) ).  I will respond typically within a few hours of
your email if it is during 8am-5pm and you can expect a response within 24 hours if it is in the
evenings or weekends. You can also join the drop-in office hours to ask questions or you can also
schedule a Zoom meeting with me if my office hours don't work with your schedule.  
Thomas Lassek also has office hours every Monday and Wednesday afternoon via Zoom and can
answer questions.
  Course Description
This course is designed to introduce non-accounting majors to the basics of using accounting
information. The course covers the practical relationships between business decisions and the
Acct
301
Using Accounting Information  Spring
2021
financial statements including investment decisions and tax effects. This course does not provide
credit toward an accounting degree.
PREREQUISITES
For non-Accounting majors only; 2.5 GPA, ACCT 201 or 201H and ACCT 202 or 202H with a C or
better. 
Non-accounting major students with more than two repeats and/or withdrawals in an ACCT course
will not be allowed to declare accounting as a major.  All students will not be allowed to attempt a
300- or 400-level accounting course more than twice.  Students may petition the School of
Accountancy Undergraduate Curriculum Committee in writing to take an ACCT course a third time.
Petitioning does not guarantee permission.
  Course Objectives
The goals of this course are as follows:
1. Students, as non-accounting majors, see the value and relevance of accounting information
for their own personal life or their future career.
2. Students should have a solid understanding of individual income taxes which consists of
understanding filing status, standard and itemized deductions, taxable income, utilizing tax
rates, and calculating income taxes. The result should be that students are able to prepare a
basic income tax return.
3. Students can explain the difference in retirement plans specifically related to Individual
Retirement Accounts (IRA) and explains the advantages and disadvantages of a traditional
and Roth IRA.
4. Student can explain the differences in business structures from a tax perspective.
5. Students can communicate the importance of internal controls and identify internal control
weaknesses.
6. Students can read, interpret and analyze financial statements in order to make investment or
business decisions.
Course objectives include understanding financial information and interpreting financial statement in
order to make investment or business decisions.  The course will also cover aspects of internal
controls and the importance of developing good internal control structure within a department or
company.  The final course objective will focus on how income taxes impact decision making for
their own personal taxes to starting their own business.  Course examinations assess primarily
knowledge accumulation and practical application.  Written individual and group assignments and
discussions assess analytical, problem-solving and teamwork skills.
 Course Format
The current format for this class will be in-person/remote. This means that each week you will watch
a lecture video on your own time and then come to class either on Mondays or Wednesdays (HLH
111) from 2:00-3:15pm based on your assigned day. Mondays will be called Group A and
Wednesdays will be called Group B.  In-person class time will be used for lecture, practice
problems, case studies or group discussion for the chapter that week.  The Monday and Wednesday
in-person class time will be the same.  For exams, everyone will come on the assigned day of the
exam. We will have 2 rooms assigned to our class during our class period so everyone can take the
test at the same time. 
  Textbook & Reading Materials
This course is participating in the Inclusive Access program referred to as Access through the
Campus Bookstore (Follett). This program is part of the STAR (https://teaching.unl.edu/star-
initiative/  (https://teaching.unl.edu/star-initiative/) ) Initiative working to lower cost for textbooks for
students at UNL. Here is a link (https://pressbooks.nebraska.edu/affordablecontent/)  to the student
guide about Inclusive Access Program. Your required textbook for this class is Principles of
Taxation for Business and Investment Planning 2021 Edition and will be delivered electronically
through Canvas. In addition, you will have the option to purchase the loose-leaf version at the
bookstore if you would like.
Required course materials including the e-book will automatically be loaded into your course and be
made available to you when your Canvas course is published. No access codes will be required for
this process. If you experience any difficulties accessing your e-book, please reach out to the
Campus Bookstore at 402-472-7313.
The cost of this book will appear on your student bill as "Inclusive Access Material” and can be
applied toward any available financial aid. If you have any questions on this, please contact Student
Accounts at 402-472-2887 or studentaccounts@unl.edu.
As a student, you always have the choice to not purchase course materials. Thus, students may opt
out of the purchase of these materials up to the last day to add a course, which is February 5, 2021. 
 All students will receive an automatically generated email from the Campus Bookstore giving them




Exams (Exam 1 & 2 = 100 points each; Exam 3 = 130 points) 330
Financial Statement Analysis Project (Group) 100
Homework (Best 6/7 x 8 points) 48
Lecture Video Quizzes (10/11 x 4 points) 40
During Class Quizzes/Cases (Best 8/9 x 4 points) 32
Smart Book (Best 6/7 x 3 points) 18




Examinations will be based on the material in the textbook, supplementary readings, class
discussions, problems solved in class, homework, and lectures. All the material in assigned
chapters is eligible for exam questions, whether specifically discussed in class or not.  Any
exceptions to this rule will be noted in class. The exams are not comprehensive. Exams will be
during the class period and in person on the same day for Groups A & B.  We will have 2 separate
classrooms so that all students can attend. 
Exams will be multiple-choice, work-out problems, and short answer/essays.
All exams are closed-book and closed-notes, unless otherwise directed.
Use of a cell phone during an exam is considered cheating.
You will not able to leave an exam once started.
If the University cancels classes the day of an exam then the exam will be held on the next
scheduled class.
Projects (132 points)
For each main theme of the class, there will be a corresponding project to apply the material.  There
are three projects to complete. We will discuss the details of each project in class. All of the projects
are individual projects except for the Financial Statement Analysis project which will be in groups of
three or four.
Interview Project (16 points)
Individual Tax Return Project (16 points)
Financial Statement Analysis Group Project (100)
Group Member Participation – Financial Statement Analysis Project:
At the end of the semester, you will be asked to evaluate your own participation in the Financial
Statement Analysis Group Project.  You will also be asked to evaluate the participation of your other
group members.  Based on these evaluations, I will determine how many group member
participation points you will receive.   If it is determined that you did not contribute to the project you 
will receive no points for the Financial Statement Analysis Project.
Homework (48 points)
Homework is available on McGraw Hill CONNECT through Canvas for the tax portion of this course. 
Each chapter’s homework is worth 8 points.  There are 7 homework assignments but only the best 6 
homework grades will be included in your final grade for a total of 48 points.  
Homework assignments are required to be worked via Canvas/CONNECT, graded online.  Two attempts 
and three (3) ‘Check My Works’ per exercise/problem are available on the online homework.  Most of the 
homework exercises and problems are algorithmically generated, which means that each student will 
have unique numbers as correct answers.  Study attempts allow students to work homework after the 
due date for extra learning opportunities and exam preparation (no points).
During Class Quizzes/Cases (32 points)
We will have a quiz or case study during most class periods.  The quiz/case study will be based on the 
material we are covering that day in class.  There are a total of 9 quizzes/cases but only the best 8 
quizzes/cases will be included in your final grade.  You will have a limited time to complete. If you are late 
to class you will not be able to make up the quiz/case.  Each quiz is worth 4 points.
Lecture Video Quizzes (40 points)
For the days you are not attending class, there will be lecture videos to watch on your own time. 
Embedded within each lecture video will be quiz questions to make sure you are understanding the 
material.  Each week's lecture video quiz will be worth 4 points.  There are a total of 11 weeks where you 
will have lecture video quiz but only the best 10 quiz scores will be included in your final grade.
Smart Book (18 points)
The purpose of Smart Book is to help you read and engage with the material in the textbook. You will 
read each chapter and complete the Smart Book found in CONNECT for the tax portion of this class.  
There are 7 Smart Book assignments but only the best 6 Smart Book assignments will be included in 
your final grade. Each Smart Book is worth 3 points.
Extra Credit
I do not allow extra credit work that is not available to everyone in the class.  This means, in part, that 
you may not request extra credit assignments once course work is complete for the semester.
 Course Schedule Details
Date Details
Week 1 Welcome & Intro to Taxes (Ch 1)
Week 2 Individual Tax Formula (Ch 14)
Week 3 Tax Consequences of Personal Activities (Ch 17)
Date Details
Week 4 Investment & Financial Planning (Ch 16)
Week 5 Exam Review  & Exam 1
Week 6 Compensation & Retirement Planning (Ch 15)
Week 7 Types of Pass Through Entities (Ch 10)
Week 8 C Corporation (Ch 11)
Week 9 Exam Review & Exam 2
Week 10 Financial Statement Overview
Week 11 Balance Sheet & Liquidity
Week 12 Income Statement & Profitability
Week 13 Cash Flow & Solvency
Week 14 Stockholders' Equity, Auditors' Reports, & Internal Controls
Week 15 Exam 3
 Grading Policies
Late Work Policy
Make-up examinations will be given to those students with a documented university-approved
excuse as follows:
1. Participation in authorized university activities as an official representative of the university
(e.g., sporting events, delegate to regional or national meetings or conferences, participation in
and necessary travel to and from university-sponsored performances)
2. Participation in activities directly related to university course work and part of the course
requirements
3. The death of an immediate family member
Students must make arrangements at least one week in advance (or as reasonable) with the
instructor. 
  Grade Scheme
Your course grade is determined based on total points.  Pass/No Pass option is not available. 
Incomplete work in the class will be given only when a student is unable to complete the
requirements of the course because of illness, military service, hardship, or death in the immediate
family, and only if the student has substantially completed the major requirements of this course. 
The following grading standards will be used in this class:
Grade Range
A+ 100 % to 98.0%
A < 98.0 % to 93.0%
A- < 93.0 % to 90.0%
B+ < 90.0 % to 88.0%
B < 88.0 % to 83.0%
B- < 83.0 % to 80.0%
C+ < 80.0 % to 78.0%
C < 78.0 % to 73.0%
C- < 73.0 % to 70.0%
D+ < 70.0 % to 68.0%
D < 68.0 % to 63.0%
D- < 63.0 % to 60.0%
F < 60.0 % to 0.0%
 Expectations for Student Conduct
Attendance & Technology in the Classroom
Attendance will not be taken for the in-person class periods. However, most weeks there will be a
quiz and you will need to be in attendance to take the quiz.  If you are sick or not able to attend
class, please email me prior to class to let me know.  
You are welcome to bring your laptop/tablet to class.  If you choose to use your laptop/tablet during
class it should only be for taking notes over course material. If it seems to be used for other than
class materials or a distraction to you or others around you, then I will ask close your laptop or put
your tablet away.   
Grade Appeals - 24/7 Rule
You are responsible for checking your grades on Canvas on a regular basis. If you believe an error
has been made in grading, you must ask for the assignment/exam to be reviewed. Please follow the
24/7 Rule. Please wait 24 hours after a grade has been posted to contact me with questions.  You
have 7 days from the day grade is posted to ask for grade to be reviewed. 
 Potential Modifications
The instructor and university reserve the right to modify elements of the course during the term. The
university may change the dates and deadlines for any or all courses in extreme circumstances. If
either type of modification becomes necessary, reasonable notice and communication with the
students will be given with explanation and the opportunity to comment on changes. It is the
responsibility of the student to check their email and course websites weekly during the term and to
note any changes.
 Learner Support
Support services are available for students on and off campus. If you are off campus you will
need to familiarize yourself with Zoom to connect with these support services. As in any
online conference, please consider your video chat etiquette.
  Canvas Information
Canvas is the where course content, grades, and communication will reside for this course.
The URL to access Canvas is: http://canvas.unl.edu (http://canvas.unl.edu)  
For Canvas, passwords, or any other computer-related technical support contact the IT Help
Center (https://its.unl.edu/helpcenter/mysupport-team) .
Phone: 402-472-3970
Website: http://mysupport.unl.edu/  (http://mysupport.unl.edu/)  
Submit a support ticket: mysupport@unl.edu (mailto:mysupport@unl.edu) 
 Required Software
Microsoft Office 365
University of Nebraska–Lincoln students can install Microsoft Office on up to five devices
(Windows and/or Mac) for free. Popular programs include Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and Outlook.
Here is how you can download and manage your installations
(https://its.unl.edu/emailhome/download-microsoft-office) .
Zoom
To help facilitate collaborative, synchronous meetings between students you are expected to use
Zoom. Please review the instructions for claiming your pro Zoom account
(https://its.unl.edu/services/zoom/) early in the semester so you are prepared to schedule those
meetings.
  Academic Honesty
Academic honesty is essential to the existence and integrity of an academic institution. The
responsibility for maintaining that integrity is shared by all members of the academic community.
The University's Student Code of Conduct
(https://stuafs.unl.edu/DeanofStudents/Student%20Code%20of%20Conduct%20May%20Rev%202014%20a
 addresses academic dishonesty. Students who commit acts of academic dishonesty are subject to
disciplinary action and are granted due process and the right to appeal any decision.
College of Business students are held to the standards set by the UNL Student Code of Conduct. In
the Student Code of Conduct, acts of dishonesty are specified as, but not limited to: cheating,
fabrication or falsification, plagiarism, abuse of academic materials, complicity in academic
dishonesty, falsifying grade reports, impermissible collaboration, or misrepresentation to avoid
academic work. The penalties for academic dishonesty will be severe and may range from receiving
a failing grade on the test or assignment, failing the course in which academic dishonesty took
place, or the possibility of expulsion from the university.
北 Required Use of Face Coverings for On-Campus Shared
Learning Environments
As of July 17, 2020, and until further notice, all University of Nebraska–Lincoln (UNL) faculty, staff,
students, and visitors (including contractors, service providers, and others) are required to use a
facial covering at all times when indoors except under specific conditions outlined in the COVID 19
face-covering policy found at https://covid19.unl.edu/face-covering-policy
(https://covid19.unl.edu/face-covering-policy) .
塞 COVID Testing Policy
For Spring 2021, the university will provide mandatory saliva-based diagnostic testing to protect our
campus community in the spring. All students, faculty, and staff who will be on campus in the Spring
Semester are required to be tested via this convenient saliva-based testing during the week of
January 19-24.
Students will also be required to adhere to an updated Cornhusker Commitment
(https://covid19.unl.edu/we-are-cornhusker-committed)  prior to the beginning of the Spring semester,
which includes an affirmative pledge to comply with all testing requirements and to follow campus
safety protocols. This can be found in MyRed  (https://myred.unl.edu/)  and will need to be
completed prior to scheduling your re-entry test.
After completing your first test, the Safer Community app will let you know the date when your next
test result is due, likely around 10 days. Please schedule your second test at least one day prior to
that date, to ensure your new results are posted and your access to campus buildings isn’t
disrupted. Once we have the results from the re-entry tests, a determination will be made in close
consultation with LLCHD about what level of additional testing might be needed. This may include
tests of particular subsets of the community that warrant additional testing. We will continue to adapt
and adjust our testing as the semester progresses.
More information can be found at https://covid19.unl.edu/spring-testing
(https://covid19.unl.edu/spring-testing) .
  Accessibility Support
The University strives to make all learning experiences as accessible as possible. If you anticipate
or experience barriers based on your disability (including mental health, chronic or temporary
medical conditions), please let me know immediately so that we can discuss options privately. To
establish reasonable accommodations, I may request that you register with Services for Students
with Disabilities (SSD). If you are eligible for services and register with their office, make
arrangements with me as soon as possible to discuss your accommodations so they can be
implemented in a timely manner. SSD contact information:  117 Louise Pound Hall.; 402-472-3787
  Counseling and Psychological Services
UNL offers a variety of options for students to aid them in dealing with stress and adversity.
Counseling and Psychological & Services (CAPS)  (https://caps.unl.edu/) is a multidisciplinary
team of psychologists and counselors that works collaboratively with Nebraska students to help
them explore their feelings and thoughts and learn helpful ways to improve their mental,
psychological and emotional well-being when issues arise. CAPS can be reached by calling 402-
472-7450 (even after hours).
  Weather/Fire
Every UNL campus building has emergency shelter and evacuation plans. Please familiarize
yourself with the plans of each building in which you take classes or attend meetings. Make sure to
note the routes to the lowest level of the buildings for shelter during inclement weather, as well as
exits from the buildings in the event of fire or other emergency. For more information on emergency
procedures, visit emergency.unl.edu  (http://emergency.unl.edu) .
  Medical
In the event of a medical emergency in the classroom, immediately call 9-1-1 and take steps to
assist the individual as needed.
  Active Shooter/Physical Attack
Run - If there is a clear and safe escape route.
Hide - If there is no escape and you can get to a secure location to hide.
Fight - If your only option is to defend yourself, fight as if your life depended upon it.
For more details and video training for all emergency procedures, visit emergency.unl.edu
(http://emergency.unl.edu) .
 International Technology Access Policy
The College of Business online classes have been designed to give students the freedom to
complete course work from anywhere in the world with reliable internet access; however, a country
which has proven to be an exception has been brought to our attention. In the last few years, we
have been notified by students taking online courses (particularly during visits to China) that they
have not been able to access Canvas and some other websites due to internet censorship
stemming from China’s unique regulatory requirements (Google and YouTube are also subject to
this censorship). Given that Canvas is the main resource for online class delivery, this could present
difficulties especially when dealing with hard deadlines and completing synchronous class activities
(virtual meetings, discussions and group work). In addition to Canvas, many online classes are
using an online proctoring service which requires access to the company’s website to enable
proctoring appointment registration, to make required payments, and to sign on to take the exam. As
such, a delay or an unforeseen change in internet access could have adverse effects on a student’s
grade. There have been some success stories of students being able to gain access to these
restricted websites through the use of VPN, but this does not guarantee access, and, given that it
subverts the country’s regulations, is not something we wish to condone. So before you commit to
taking online classes, please ensure that the places you plan to visit do not impose any such
restrictions on internet access. Issues with internet access will not be accepted as an acceptable
excuse for missing deadlines or failing to complete assignments.
ProctorU, the exam proctoring service used by many instructors, provides a page for students to
test their system prior to taking an exam  (https://www.proctoru.com/testitout) .  This test should
be done as early as possible in order to assure that your computer system meets the minimum
requirements.
 Recording of Class-Related Activity
I invite all of you to join me in actively creating and contributing to a positive, productive, and
respectful classroom culture. Each student contributes to an environment that shapes the learning
process. Any work and/or communication that you are privy to as a member of this course should be
treated as the intellectual property of the speaker/creator, and is not to be shared outside the
context of this course.
 
Students may not make or distribute screen captures, audio/video recordings of, or livestream, any
class-related activity, including lectures and presentations, without express prior written consent
from me or an approved accommodation from Services for Students with Disabilities. If you have (or
think you may have) a disability such that you need to record or tape class-related activities, you
should contact Services for Students with Disabilities. If you have an accommodation to record
class-related activities, those recordings may not be shared with any other student, whether in this
course or not, or with any other person or on any other platform. Failure to follow this policy on
recording or distributing class-related activities may subject you to discipline under the Student
Code of Conduct.
  Writing Support
The Writing Center can provide you with meaningful support as you write for this class as well as
every course in which you enroll. Trained undergraduate and graduate peer consultants are
available to talk with you about all forms of communication. You are welcome to bring in everything
from lab reports, presentations, and research papers to cover letters, application essays, and
graduate theses and dissertations. Writing Center Consultants can work with you at any stage of the
writing process, from brainstorming and organizing your ideas through polishing a final draft.
In 2020-21, there are two ways you can connect with a Consultant: Online (a real-time, video
conversation) and eTutoring (email feedback). To learn more about these options and view video
tutorials, please visit https://www.unl.edu/writing/online-writing-center-services
(https://www.unl.edu/writing/online-writing-center-services) . Sign up any time by
visiting unl.mywconline.com  (https://unl.mywconline.com/) . For more information about the
Writing Center, please visit unl.edu/writing  (http://www.unl.edu/writing) .
Accounting 301, Using Accounting Information  
Course Schedule (Subject to Change) 
 
Date In-Person Class Assignments 
Week 1:  Welcome & Intro to Taxes (Ch. 1) 
1/25 Group A - In Person 
Group B - Zoom 
 
1/27 Group A – Zoom 
Group B – In Person 
 
1/28  Smart Book Ch. 1 (11:59pm) 
Homework Ch. 1 (11:59pm) 
Week 2:  Individual Tax Formula (Ch. 14) 
2/1 Group A Smart Book Ch. 14 (2:00pm)  
Group A  Ch. 14 Quiz (during class) 
2/3 Group B Group B Ch. 14 Quiz (during class) 
Lecture Video Quiz Ch. 14 (11:59pm) 
2/4  Homework Ch. 14 (11:59pm) 
Week 3: Tax Consequences of Personal Activities (Ch. 17) 
2/8 Group A Smart Book Ch. 17 (2:00pm) 
Group A Tax Ch. 17 Quiz (2:00pm) 
2/9  Interview Project Due (11:59pm) 
2/10 Group B Group B Tax Quiz (2:00pm) 
Lecture Video Ch. Quiz (11:59pm) 
2/11  Homework Ch. 17 (11:59pm) 
Week 4:  Investment & Financial Planning (Ch. 16) 
2/15 Group A Smart Book Ch. 16 (2:00pm) 
2/17 Group B Lecture Video Ch. 16 Quiz (11:59pm) 
2/18  Homework Ch. 16 (11:59pm) 
2/19  Individual Tax Return Project Due (11:59pm) 
Week 5:  Exam Review & Exam 1 
2/22 Group A & B Exam Review 
2/24 Group A & B Exam #1 (2:00pm) 
   







   
Date In-Person Class Assignments 
Week 6:  Compensation & Retirement Planning (Ch. 15) 
3/1 Group A Smart Book Ch. 15 (2:00pm) 
Group A Tax Quiz Ch. 15 (during class) 
3/3 Group B Group B Tax Quiz Ch. 15 (during class) 
Lecture Video Ch. 15 Quiz (11:59pm) 
3/4  Homework Ch. 15 (11:59pm) 
Week 7:  Types of Pass Through Entities (Ch. 10) 
3/8 Group A Smart Book Ch. 10 (2:00pm) 
3/10 Group B Lecture Video Ch. 10 Quiz (11:59pm) 
3/11  Homework Ch. 10 (11:59pm) 
Week 8:  C Corporation (Ch. 11) 
3/15 Group A Smart Book Ch. 11 (2:00pm) 
Group A Tax Ch. 11 Quiz (during class) 
3/17 Group B Group B Tax Ch. 11 Quiz (during class) 
Lecture Video Ch. 11 Quiz (11:59pm) 
3/18  Homework Ch. 11 (11:59pm) 
Week 9:  Exam Review & Exam #2 
3/22 Group A & B Exam Review 
3/24 Group A & B Exam #2 (2:00pm) 
Week 10:  Financial Statement Overview 
3/29 Group A Group A Financial Statement Quiz (2:00pm) 
3/31 Group B Group B Financial Statement Quiz (2:00pm) 
Lecture Video Quiz (11:59pm) 
4/1  FSA Project Steps 1-3 (11:59pm) 
Week 11:  Balance Sheet & Liquidity  
4/5 Group A Group A Financial Statement Quiz (2:00pm) 
4/7 Group B Group B Financial Statement Quiz (2:00pm) 
Lecture Video Quiz (11:59pm) 
4/8  FSA Project Steps 4-8 (11:59pm) 
Week 12:  Income Statement & Profitability 
4/12 Group A Group A Financial Statement Quiz (2:00pm) 
4/14 Group B Group B Financial Statement Quiz (2:00pm) 
Lecture Video Quiz (11:59pm) 




Week 13:  Cash Flow & Solvency 
4/19 Group A Group A Financial Statement Quiz (2:00pm) 
4/21 Group B Group B Financial Statement Quiz (2:00pm) 
Lecture Video Quiz (11:59pm) 
4/24  FSA Project Report (11:59pm) 
Week 14:  Stockholders’ Equity, Auditors’ Reports, Internal 
Controls & Exam #3 Review 
4/26 Group A Group A Financial Statement Quiz (2:00pm) 
4/28 Group B Group B Financial Statement Quiz (2:00pm) 
Lecture Video Quiz (11:59pm) 
Week 15:  Exam Review & Exam #3 
5/6 Group A & B Exam #3 (1-3PM) 
 
